Correct integration mediated by integrase-LexA fusion proteins incorporated into HIV-1.
Fusion of wild-type or truncated integrase to a sequence-specific DNA-binding protein, such as the Escherichia coli LexA repressor, results in an integration bias toward the recognition site of the DNA-binding protein in vitro. Integrase-defective HIV-1 could become integration-competent by supplying the fusion protein in trans. To understand the mechanism of complementation, the virus-host DNA junctions of cells infected with the integrase-LexA containing virus were sequenced. The characteristic hallmarks of wild-type integration were present, a 5'-TG/CA-3' at the ends of the viral sequence and a 5-bp direct repeat in the immediately flanking cellular DNA. Experiments were also carried out to determine the mechanism by which the amino- or carboxy-terminal truncated integrase fused to LexA restored integration to the integrase-mutant viral clone. Complementation experiments using purified fusion proteins in vitro, or viruses encoding a C-terminal truncated integrase and containing various fusion proteins in trans, indicated that the truncated integrase-LexA proteins are inactive per se and they restore integration by forming mixed multimers with the virally encoded mutant integrase. Correct integration of retroviral DNA by the in trans method illustrates the feasibility of introducing integrase fusion proteins into retroviral vectors to achieve site-directed integration without interfering with the attributes of the integration reaction.